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Press Release

ercol Marino Chair 

L.Ercolani Upholstered Butterfly 
Chair

Reprise Upholstered Chair 

Manufacturing British handcrafted furniture for over 100 years, ercol Furniture 
takes immense pride in the brand’s heritage and is admired for its rich history 
and pioneering spirit. Specialising in solid wood furniture, craftsmanship and 
quality, the brand is synonymous with its signature mid-century collections as 
well as an award-winning portfolio of contemporary ranges crafted for modern 
living. 
 
High quality standards and reliability have been at the heart of the company 
since it was founded in 1920 and is extracted from the company’s intrinsic 
understanding and knowledge of solid wood. Steam bending and woodturning 
are one of the many profound techniques that are used within the company’s 
Buckinghamshire factory, which has been implemented since mid-20th century. 

Within recent years, ercol has extended its family of brands by introducing  
L.Ercolani. Conveying a timeless familiarity by working alongside international  
designers to create a warm minimalist aesthetic. Creating furniture in ercol’s 
Buckinghamshire factory, all of L.Ercolani pieces are suitable for the hospitality 
and contract environment. 

In addition to this, 2023 will announce the exciting development of the  
partnership with Grown in Britain (GiB) working together to tell the story of UK 
homegrown timber to retailers and the general public, through re-establishing a 
new supply chain of ash timber supplied to make Marino Chairs. In collaboration 
with Grown in Britain (GiB), the Marino Chair will now experience a new persona 
made using sustainable homegrown British timber. ercol Contract will launch the 
Marino Chair in GiB timber at the London-based event alongside many  
contract favourites from L.Ercolani including the Reprise Upholstered Chair and 
the Upholstered Butterfly Chair.


